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e report on synthesis nd nisotropi physil properties of hsn5F righ qulity single rystls were grown from sn selfE)uxF he ompound undergoes seondEorder phse trnsition into n ntiferromgneti stte t TN = 98 uF he trnsition is mgneti (eld independent up to W F en inrese of the resistivity ρ with j long the IHHD IIH nd HHI tetrgonl xis indites spinEdensityEwve indued order with the gp opening (rst long the HHI diretionF he mgneti suseptiility χ = M/H exhiits strong nisotropyF eove T = 200 uD χ(T ) follows the gurie!eiss lw with the e'etive moment of µ eff = 3.71 µB/ nd the eiss tempertures of θ In an early manuscript of Monthoux et al. [1] it was noted that a tetragonal lattice structure is a preferred host for unconventional superconductivity where pairing of the Cooper pairs is mediated by antiferromagnetic spin uctuations. It was further pointed out that increasing dimensionality from 2D-like (tetragonal) to 3D (cubic structure) while keeping otherwise the same conditions, would lead to a decrease of T c . Exemplary for their magnetic interaction model is the Ce n T In 3n+2 group of compounds where T stands for a transition element (Co, Rh, Ir) and n signies the dimension of the CeIn 3 structure. n = ∞ denotes the cubic (3D) CeIn 3 . With decreasing n the dimensionality becomes more 2D. For instance, CeCoIn 5 shows a superconducting transition tem- In this paper we report on the single crystal growth and physical properties of this novel material, we focus on the anisotropy of the magnetic properties in detail.
Experimental
Single crystals of URhIn 5 were grown using In self- 
A. Bartha et al. pigF IF emperture dependene of the spei( het divided y tempertureF he trnsition into the nE tiferromgneti stte t TN = 98 u is mrked y n rrowF snsetX omprison of C/T in zero nd in pplied mgneti (eld of W long the HHI xisF Figure 2 summarizes the overall temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity for current j applied Hence, the higher onset temperature of the anomaly in ρ [001] strongly suggests that opening of the gap occurs primarily along this direction. Below T N the resistivity in all directions drops rapidly. The temperature dependence of ρ down to lowest T can be tted using the equation appropriate for an energy gap (∆) antiferromagnet with and additional T 2 Fermi-liquid term, being: ρ(T ) = ρ 0 + AT 2 + DT (1 + 2T /∆) exp(−∆/T ) [10] . Best tting of ρ [100] gives a residual resistivity value ρ 0 = 1 µΩcm, an electronelectron scattering coecient of A = 0.013 µΩcm K −2 , an electronmagnon and spindisorder scattering prefactor D = 0.35 µΩcm K −1 and ∆ = 82 K. Our t yielded similar values of the parameters for current along [110] direction. However, in the case of j [001], we obtained a somewhat higher value of ∆ = 119 K. Figure 3 shows the temperature pigF PF emperture dependene of the eletril reE sistivity for urrent pplied long IHHD IIH nd HHI diretionsF he rrow mrks the onset of the nomE liesF he inset shows the trnsition in more detilF hshed line shows TN The increase of the susceptibility, as is seen in Fig. 3 In addition, we showed that T N is robust against magnetic eld up to 9 T. Furthermore, the compound exhibits a strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Results and discussion
URhIn 5 is the rst representative of the layered tetragonal family of materials based on UIn 3 building blocks. Recalling the plenitude of intriguing phenomena reported in Ce n T In 3n+2 compounds the investigation of hypothetical U 2 T In 8 and UT In 5 materials is highly desirable.
